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Student band 'Suicide
Tuesday' plays
at Sublime tonight.
p.4

Graduate Psychology
program offers
free services.

Track team wins
first Border Olympics.
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(News ShortsJ

SAAC plans cuts for intramural administration

r

Cutting freshman orientation and National Student Exchange recommendations go before Nevarez

For Your
Information ·

Trinidad Gonzales
Staff Reporter

Anticipating a drop in student
enro ll ment for next year, the
Student Affairs Advisory Committee recommended dropping
t wo progra ms a nd c utting
deeply into another.
The committee , which reviews how student service fees
are spe nt, recommended the
cuts because university officials
expect a 3 percent drop in student enrollment which will af-

Today - The Broncs Baseball
team will play a double header
against Arkansas State starting
at 4 p.m. at Jody Ramsey Stadium.
March 9 - MBA Toastmaster
Club will have a 9:30 a.m. social at IO a.m. meeting at the
Business Administration Building, Room 113.
· March 18 - Mandatory academic advisement by students
major department for Summer I,
Summer II and Fall 1996 semesters through March 29.
• Currently an exhibition titled
'Crosses' is on display in the
Library foyer unti l March 15,
1996.
• T he American Advertising
Federation w ill ho ld the ir
weekly meeting on March 19,
1996.

State

....

Houston - Earlier this week police recovered three stolen cameras that contained rad ioactive
material. An unidentified caller
alerted police to the location of the
cameras. Two contained balt-60,
a powerful source that would have
ki lled anyone tinkering with the
cameras. T he cameras are used
to detect cracks in welds.

,~

Nation

Little Rock, Ark. - The Justice
Department asked that President
Clinton be allowed to give his testimony be given via video tape,
ins tead of in person, at the
Whitewater trial for two former
business partners and the Governor of Arkansas. Attorneys claim
the president should be able to
pick the time and place for the
testimony.
....

G,

World

Londo n - Jane's Defense
Weekly reports Vietnam has been
training Cuban Special Forces
, since 1990 for limited attacks in
the United States if U.S . attacks
Cuba. The training program, for
mid level officers, concentrates
on seaborne and underwater operations roughly comparable to
those assigned to the Navy Seals.
....

Compiled from news reports.

the recommendations or override
them .
The t w o p rogram s recomm ended for cuts were freshman
orientation and the National Student Exchange Program.
Freshman orientation will now
be funded from a one time $25 fee
for entering freshmen and transfer
students. The account was receiving $12,210 from student fees.
The National Student Exchange
Program, which facilitates the exchange of students between cam-

puses in the United States, was cut
because it occupied too much staff
time, Elvie Davis, dean of students,
said. The account was receiving
$5,400.
"I think they were fair (cuts),"
George Guajardo, SAAC member,
said. "It's time to run this place like
a business. We've got to change it.
It will keep on changing if I'm still
in office."
Vice President Judy Vinson said
the students on SAAC were very
conscientous about the decisions

they made.
"I thought the group of students
worked hard," she said. "They did
their homework. They were very
concerned with the efficient use
of student services fees."
The program that received the
most controversy_was intramurals.
A ll administrative funding was cut
except for a coordinator's position.
The committee recommended
moving intramurals into student
activities with a new budget of

See Cuts, p. 7

Career Day '96 draws 139 companies, not many students
Kathy Clemente
Staff Reporter

While 139 companies showed
up to interview students at Career Day '96 at the Filedhouse
Tuesday only a sparse smattering of students showed to the
disappointment of sponsors.
Students In Free Enterprise
(SIPE) and the Placement Of-

....
r--- - - - - - - - - - --

feet the amount of money collected from student service
, fees .
But because of a $1.6 million reserve most of the services will continue at current
funding levels.
The committee, which met
for seven hours Tuesday, will
submit its written recommendations to the president Friday.
After SAAC makes its recommendations the president
decides whether to agree with

·, fice and Cooperative Education
sponsored the event.
- While some SIFE members
were pleased, the turnout disap·pointed others.
"It has been pretty good, but
we expected more students to
.J come to the event," Veronica
M Garza, economics junior.
"
The students that did partici..
pate
had a variety of career op··,·.,
, portunities to choose from .
Some c ompanies such as
·
Allstate
Insurance offered in.,
ternships.
"Internships canlbe helpful to
students and will provide everyone with an equal opportunity
to apply for positions available,"
said Kristi Robinson, Allstate
1 representative.
In addition to internships, students could also fill outjob applications.
"It is a good chance to asso' ciate with people that you may
l be w orking with ," Robert
Reyna, junior criminal justice,
1
said. "You can also see the diffe rent careers, ideas and see
something else that seems interesting. Places you can help
people."
Employers considered Career
Day beneficial not only to them
but also to students.
"Career Day is a great opportunity for students to really see
what is out there; also, if students have any questions we can
answer them," Abelino Farias
Jr., assistant special agent, Office oflnspector General investigations, said.
Many company representatives were looking to hire bilingual graduate students.
"It is the best opportunity for

graduate students; we are looking for bilingual people," Greg
Rodriguez, representative for
FBI, said.
Police departments are also
looking for graduate students
instead of just undergraduates.
"Most students are interested in talking to employers
to ask questions," Carrollton
police officer Jose Hernandez
said. 'The main goal is for students to know thatpoli work
is a profession. Most police officers have a four year degree
and some may have masters."
Jack Legget, Port Arthur
ISO director of employee relations/personnel , likewise
stressed the importance for bilingual educators.
" Ten to 15 students have
shown interest and we are
looking for a bilingual math,
science teachers which are in
great need," Legget said .
"Most districts have needs in
these areas."
The maturity of student
interviewees impressed other
company representatives.
"So far, it has been a very
nice tum out and we were impressed with the caliber of individuals and with the questions they asked , " Tom
Wicker, area training director
of Blazer Financial Services,
said.
Students had various opinions on the success of career
day.
"There aren't a lot of opportunities in my field that would
be offered in Mexico, but essentially career day is a good
idea," Kristan Del Angel, junior electrical engineer major.
Patric ia Ramirez, senior
electrical engineer major, said
she liked the opportunity to
talk with the companies and
that career day "also let the
companies know we are here
and are c.'\Jailable to be hired."
Estevan Ra m irez, senior
computer information systems
major, thought It is a good op-

UNITED STA

The Pan American/Jennifer Clemente

Tracy Blue, chemistry freshman, speaks with Cpt. Roy Gentry about opportunities in
the U.S. Marine Corps during Career Day '96.

portunity for graduate seniors.
"It is here for the taking and a
lot of companies come here with
different perspectives," he said. "It
is an opportunity to take advantage
of."
Aissa Diaz, senior accounting
major, thought it was a good experience for everybody.
" It is not only for graduates but
for undergraduates as well," she
said.

Mike Nasso, senior pyschology
major, thought it would familiarize students with employers and
also let them see what careers are
out there. "It is for students to
choose a better path after graduation," he said.
Ruth Garrett, senior English
major, and Monica Montemayors,
senior elementary education major,
agreed that it was "a good opportunity to meet school districts and

k now what is out there."
One recruiter summed up those
opportunities.
"This provides something to students, but they have to do what is
best for them," Major Larry Evans
Jr. , U.S. Army Reserve health care
recruiter, said. "We are here to inform and counsel the student and
to put the information in their sight
and in their mind."

Living Author Series hosts Villasenor; author to write 'authorized' Selena story
Victor Yillasefior, author of Rain a/Gold
and Macho, will be the speaker for the Living Author Series at The University of
Texas-Pan American March 20-21 .
Villaseno r is scheduled to give two addresses : one at 7 :30 p .m . Wednesday,
March 20, and the second at noon Thursday, March 2 1. Both events will be in the
Fine Arts Auditorium and are open to the

public.
Tickets are $5 each, and reservations
must be made with the English department
at 381-3421 . The tickets can be picked up
at the door.
Roi1i'of Gold, published by Arte Publico
Press of Houston, is the story of
Villasefior's parents and their immigration
from Mexico during the Mexican revolu-

...1

tion. It has been compared to Alex Haley's.
Roots. Dr. Bob Dowell, coordinator of the
Living Author Series and professor of English, said Villasenor has been chosen to
write, along with the Quintanilla family, the
"authorized" story of slain Latina recording artist, Selena. The release date is scheduled for this spring to coincide with the oneyear anniversary of her death.

Villasenor was born in Carlsbad, Calif.,
and grew up in Oceanside, Calif., where
he said he faced racism, language barriers
and dyslexia, a reading disorder. He left
high school when he was 18, without graduating, and moved to Mexico. Returning to
the U.S. at age 20, he began writing novels
while supporting himself in construction
work and sold his first novel, Macho, which

was published by Bantam in 1973.
Villasenor then wrote the non-fiction
Jury: The People vs. Juan Corona and his
first screenplay, Ballad of Gregorio Cortez.
His next published work was the national
best-seller Rain of Gold, followed by Wild
Steps of Heaven, which was scheduled for
release in February 1996 by Doubleday,
Dell.

J
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675 students make Fall '95 Dean's List
Moreno, Jose L
Rodriguez, Brenda L
Salazar, Gonzalo

In order to make the Dean's List
students must:
I . Be classified as an undergraduate student, and
2. Earn a minimum of 12 hours
during a fall or spring semester
(excluding remedial courses) in
which grades of A,B,C,D,F,DF, or
WF were assigned, and
3. Achieve a minimum 3.5
semester GPA in that semester.
The following met those requirements in the Fall '95 semester:
ALAMO

Gama, Santa Paula
Guevara, Andres
Gutierrez, Gabriel, Jr.
Kocbrick, Davonna W.
Lopez, Esther
Luna, Elma
Martinez, Graciela
Martinez, Violeta V.
Nelson, Carlton Todd
Pe.-ez, Mayra D.
Perez, Victor, Jr.
Requena, Romrnie
Rodriguez, Javier
Rodriguez, Maria E
Rodriguez, Sandra S.

BEEVILLE

COMBES

Husfeld, Dollie Ann

CONCORIDA

Williams, Julie Denise

DALLAS

Escobedo, Miriamh L.

DIANA

Olvera. Adriana I.

DONNA

Alaniz, Abram
Benavidez, Rosa I.
Briones, Tania S
Calderon, Gabriel
Campos, Lizette
Cantu, lrasema
Carrizales, Jessica M .
Castro, Linda
Munoz, Arturo, Jr.
Parkhill, Rhonda Kay
Powell, Barbara Lee
Quintero, Laura Jean
Ramirez, Uriel
Rodriguez, Lucinda A
Sanchez, Guadalupe M.
Tovias, Lydia
Valle, lrma
Zamora, Sandra

EDCOUCH

Garza, Karen Leigh

BROWNSVILLE Cawlfield, Kimberly B.
Medellin, Linda P.

EDINBURG

Martinez, Nonna Delia
Reyna, Magdalena
Salinas, Thelma Ruth
Womble, Lisa Michelle
Acosta, Roxanne

Break/ast • Lunch • Dinner
7A.M.-10PM.
(Sun -Thurs)
7AM. -Midnight
(Fri & Sat)

10% Discount
with UTPA I.D.
(Dine in or
Carry-out)

~DEL TACO
,

Authentic

Mexican Food

321 \V. t.:NIVERSITY DR .

I l)INBURC

Garza, Juan A
Garza, Veronica
Gomez, Daniel S
Gomez, Victoria I.
Gonzales, Sylvia
Gonzalez, Brenda E.
Gonzalez, Estella
Gonzalez, Rosa M.
Gorena, Michael Alan
Guerra, Laura Eva
Guerrero. Maria Teresa
Hernandez, Felipe
Herrera, Denise
Herrera, Marissa
Hinojosa, Cynthia
Huerta, David
Jabs, Rhoda Marie
Kennan, Obadiah D
Krska, Kerri
Laury, Christine Lianne
Layton, Tammie Lynn
Leal, Nancy I.
Leija, Flor M.
Lim, Sheau Lan F.
Lopez, Nonna A.
Lopez, Robert Miguel
Lopez, Sonya
Lopez, Veronica
Lorenzo, Elsa G
Lott, Vickie DeGail
Lozano, Aliber
Martinez, Maribel
Martinet, Victoria
McCaffity, Steve Allen
Medina, Alma D.
Mendoza. Noelia H
Mincu, Julius
Miranda, Tatiana A.

Aguilar, Joel
Aguirre, Laura
Alanis, Noemi
Alvarez, Vicente Hill
Austin, Kimberly Ann
Barragan, Karla P.
Barragan, Zarina P.
Bell, La Tanya B
Brazier, Michael David
Brown, Michael J.
Cabrales, Patrocini
Cantu, Ayde E.
Cantu, Maria A.
Cantu, Sandra Luz
Castellanos, Eva M.
Chance, Sarah Jane
Cisneros, Reynaldo
Coddington, Theresa
De La Fuente, Marisol
De La GAna, Anissa
De Leon, lrma
Diaz, Romeo Javier
Dominguez, Tracy A.
Dougherty, Edward G
Douglas, Lee Edward
Dromgoole, Carey L.
Edwards, Micheal D.
Felix, Adel
Figueroa, Isaac R.
Flores, Norma C
Garcia, Carolina
Garcia, Christina
Garcia, Edna
Garcia, Humberto
Garcia, Melissa
Garza, Annando
Garza, Audrie Jean

EtPATO
MEXICAN FOOD TO GO
' VALLEY-WIDE

.

WfiEROUI

PATOS
TRY 'EM,
YOU'LL LOVE 'EM

Specializing in handmade tortillas
Mrs. G's homemade recipes
All food made fresh daily on premises

CALL AHEAD
FOR FASTER SERVICE!

OPEN DAILY 7 A.M. SUNDAY 8 A.M.

ACROSS FROM UTPA
EDINBURG . . . . 383-0725
Check Local Listings!

Montemayor, Ruby A.
Mora, Raul Sergio
Moya, Leonardo, Jr.
Muehlberger, Eric
Nasif, Erkan Gultekin
Nega, Donald Domingo
Norquest, Catherine L.
Obregon, Jose Rafael
Oga, Rie
Olivarez, Palmira
Olivarez, Rene Ruben
Ornelas, Evangelina
Ortega, Elizabeth
Palacios, Steve
Palomares, Amber L.
Panola, Sandra M
Pena, Judith Marie
Peterson, Elma
Pumarejo, Cynthia
Ramirez, Estevan
Ramirez, Maria J
Ramirez, Olga Orietta
Ramos, Arminda
Ramos, Norma Linda
Reyna, Cristina
Rios, Jose L.
Rivera, Hilda
Robie, Kelly Tollefson
Rodriguez, Belinda K.
Rodriguez, Kelly AM
Rodriguez, Sylvia R.
Rosalez, Ana M
Ruiz, Lori A
Salazar, Mario Rey
Salinas, Leticia
Salinas, Mauricio A
Schmidt, LuAnn Kay
Sierra, Mary Martha

Silva, Simon S
Smith, Laurie Anne
Tan, Chong Cheng
Tapia, Isaias
Tijerina, Juan A
Torres, Rene E.
Valdez, Cecilia Ann
Valencia, Gilberto
Vanegas, Veronica
Vela, Luis Enrique
Vela-Marroquin, Sylvia
Villarreal, Patricia
Vina, Stephen R
Walters, Nora Lynn
Weeks, Ana Margarita
Williams, Jorge L •
Williams, Nathanial C.
Zuniga, Sylvia A
ELSA

Garces, Manuel, Jr.
Garcia, Maricela
Mora, Salvador
Ruiz, Delia
Tirado, Rebecca
V illam:al, Deborah A.

FALCON HEIGHT Barrera, Maria Cecilia
FONTANA

Murphy, Joshua J.

FREDERICKSBURG Kramer, Naomi M.
GARCIASVILLE Ochoa, Olga N

See Dean's, p. 7

CLASS
Computerized, type-editing on term

National Parks Hiring. Positions are

papers, etc. 664-2922.

now available at National Parks, Forests & Wildlife Preserves. Excellent
benefits+ bonuses! Call: 1-206-9713620 ext. N58632.

Cruise Ships Hiring: Travel the world
while earning an excellent income in
the Cruise Ship & Land-Tour industry.
Seasonal & full-time employment
available. No experience necessary.
For info., call 1-206-971-3550 ext. C

58632.

Start your own spoitscard/memorabilia business. Less than $100 gets you
started. (210) 689-6567.

For Rent: Room available. All bills
paid. Kitchen/washer/dryer included
$250. Ask for Janie, beeper 384-l J88.

Fast Fundraiser. Raise $500 in 5
days. Greeks, groups, clubs, motivated
individuals. Fast, easy. No financial
obligation. (800) 862-1982 Ext. 33.
For Sale:. Complete waterbed. Queen
size, mattress, heater. $150. OBO.
682-8908.

For Sale: '76, 15 ft. Phantom Tri-Hull.
Water ready. 65 H .P. 381-0835.

Intel is Coming to
University of Texas - Pan American!
®

Intel Corporation is the world's largest semiconductor manufacturer and a
leading supplier of microcomputer components, boards, systems and software.

Please stop by and submit your resume at the following campus events:

Intel Open House
(meet with recruiters one-on-one informally and sign up for an interview)
Dress: very casual ("come as you are")
Thursday, March 7, 1996
5:00 pm to 8:00 pm at Academic Services Building, Room 1.106
(NOT a formal presentation: just drop by anytime during these hours)

Plug and Play .

--

f

~~

.. '

. ...

~

~

,. . . . .

'

"l

~ t'-1«' t

Modem

Intel Interviews
Friday, March 8, 1996
8:00 am to 5:00 pm Student Services Building
(by invitation only from our Open House on March 7th)
>>> Please bring TWO copies ofyour resume and an unofficial student transcript <<<

WE ARE SEEKING BSt MS, and PhD STUDENTS IN THE FOLLOWING DISCIPLINES:
• Electrical Engineering
• Computer Engineering
• Computer Science

• Chemical Engineering
• Mechanical Engineering
• Materials Science

• Industrial Engineering
• Applied and Engineering Physics
• Environmental and Safety Engineering

STUDENTS INTERESTED IN A CAMPUS INTERVIEW OR EMPLOYMENT WITH INTEL MAY:
►

Submit resumes to Intel recruiters at the Intel Open House on March 7th.

• opportunity employer and fully supports affirmative action practices.
Intel Corporation is an equal
Intel also supports a drug-free workplace and requires that all offers of employment be contingent on satisfactory pre-employment drug test results.
Intel seeks to hire U.S. Citizens, Permanent Residents, Asylees, Refugees, and Temporary Residents. We will consider MS- and PhD-level foreign national candidates where there is a
demonstrated shortage of qualified U.S. candidates.
For more information about Intel, visit our Worldwide Web home page at: http://www.intel.com
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Psychological services offered to students free of charge
Graduate psychology program gains experience while offering students·service
chance we've been able to
implement some of the things
that we've learned," James
Nelson, graduate student, said.
"It's giving us the opportunity to really gain the practice
and be more familiar and a little
bit more comfortable with the
different techniques," Nelson
said.
Many students may feel
intimidated about going to a
psychologist and most don't
have the funds necessary to do
so.
"This service gives them a
chance to at least see what it's
all about," Nelson said. "If they
do need further help, we recommend or refer them out to
different facilities that are able .

Holly Meisel
Staff Reporter

Students who need help
dealing with personal or emotional problems can now receive
psychological services free of
charge. The graduate psychology
program has been offering
psychological services to students this semester.
"I'm hoping we can do this
year round," Dr. Bill Arnold,
professor of psychology and
anthropology said. "That's a long
term goal that I have."
Services will be offered by
graduate clin ical psychology
students completing training
requirements for their master
degree.
"Thi s is really the first

to give them a little bit more."
Some may wonder whether
or not hypnosis is performed at
this clinic.
"No," Arnold said. "No one
here is trained to perform hypnosis. That is a specialized technique which requires someone
who can supervise, and I don' t
do that."
The sessions will be monitared, videotaped, and used for
supervising and training the
graduate students. That brings up
the question of confidentiality.
"The training clinic runs in a
manner consistent with the 1992
Ethics Code of the American
Psychological Association and
state law regulating the practice
of psychology in Texas," Gary

Leka, clinical teaching assistant,
said .
Arnold adds his point to the
confidential matter.
"If there is a breach of confidentiality, I can guarantee you
that the graduate student won't
be in the program anymore," he
said. "That's how strict it is."
A limited schedule is
available for appointments on
Tuesday and Thursday evenings.
Leka said, that the service has
already started to pick up.
"Because there's limited
space, we can only take up to
five or six subjects a night," he
said.
Arnold, who has been
looking forward to the development of this program for his

students, is also glad to
be able to offer a
service to the student
body.
"This is really a
training program
with the main
purpose being to
train these graduate
students. If we can
also provide
services that are
useful, then
we're happy to
do that," he said.
For more infonnation, contact the Graduate Clinical Psychology
Traininb Clinic at 381-3528.
A current, validated student ID
will be required.

Study abroad connects students to the world
w:
Valley interconnect with the rest
of the world.
Staff Reporter
"It allows our students to see
hile some have
nterpreted the
that there really is another world
out there," he says. "Our student
phrase "study
abroad" to mean "the body, in particular, has a tendency to see the Rio Grande
examination of a female,"
Valley as their whole world,
most already know it as a
because they've never
young
primarily
helps
which
program
had the opportunity to venture
Americans gain firsthand
out. This program provides an
knowledge of life abroad.
According to Santiago
outlet."
of
Study Abroad works primarily
director
Villanueva,
with the student body while the
student services, the
study abroad program Center for International Studies
works primarily with the acahelps students in the
demic programs and faculty.
Holly Meisel

A

s

R
' ';,

,

. 11 ..,11,;

"Right now, they just started
operating the exchange program," Villanueva said about
the Center for International
Studies. ''The exchange program involves the swapping of
students from a foreign university with students from our
university. Study Abroad,
however, is when a student
literally goes abroad; we don't
have to swap students."
Students may receive financial aid while studying abroad.
"That's a b ig help," notes
Villanueva, "next to the scholarship money that we have

available."
Is it-costly?
"It can be", Villanueva said.
"But in the scheme of things with
what you can bring back, I don't
think so."
Study Abroad provides students with a broader international
outlook, which may have the
edge over others in the future
workplace. It also gives students
breathing space to reexamine
their own values as well as
learning to appreciate other
cultures.
"Maybe the most important
part of all of this is the fact that

N

Episcopal
W·
\V Canterbury Association
Holy Communion - Chapel of the Lord's Prayer
Followed byFree Lunch - 1st Wednesday& 3rd Tuesday

Noon
(210) 428-4111

SOUTH TEXAS @~[1))7 COUNTRY CWB!
WITH BALLS
NOW OPEN TUES lltRU SUNDAY WITH LIVE MUSIC EVERY NIGHT OF THE
WEEK AND BAR SPECIALS THAT DON,- DECIEVE!

TUESDAYS

UT-PAN AM BULL RIDING NIGHT

EARN

$

·

JO DOLLARS $
~ HOUR S
IN

GENERAL RECORDS EXAM (GRE)
EDUCATIONAL TESTING SERVICES (ETS)
RESEARCH STUDY
The GRE program and ETS want to know how to improve the
GRE. They are interested in learning about the kinds of things
that students say contribute to test bias. They are also interested
in learning how to identify test items that students feel are
biased or unfair.

YOU ARE INVITED TO HELP US IN TIDS
RESEARCH. HOWEVER, TO PARTICIPATE YOU
MUST MEET THE FOLLOWING CRITERIA:
• A first year graduate student who has taken the GRE

SUNDAYS IS
ROWDY COWBOY NIGHT
$S BULL RIDING CONTEST FOR BUCKS $S
WE WILL BAR-B-Q FOR YOU ALL NIGHT ON THE HOUSE WITH DRINK
SPECIALS AND LIVE MUSIC.
I.NE MUSIC SCHEDULE FOR MARCH
SUN: STEVEN MAY & S01.JTHERN KNIGITTS
TUES: THE NEW ARIZONA
WED: MARI Y EL PMAIACHI VJ\/A MEXICO
THURS: STEVEN MAY & SOUTHERN KNIGI--ITS
FJll & SAT: SOUTI-i TEXAS'S BEST IN lNE
COUNTRY ENTERTAINMENT.

6000 N. 10TH McALLEN

687-1106/781 -269

• Willing to give ETS access to your GRE scores
• Willing to complete a background questionaire
• Willing to tell ETS how you define test bias
• Willing to review (not take) about 125 GRE Verbal
and Analytical test items
FOR PARTICIPATING, AGAIN, YOU WILL BE PAID $30.00
FOR COMPLETING THE BACKGROUND QUESTIONAIRE
AND REVIEWING THE GRE TEST ITEMS.

If you are interested in taking part, please call Hilda Gamez
at the Hispanic Minority School, Psychology office at
extension x 3437. When calling, indicate you are interested
in the GRE bias study.

our students should know they do
have strengths that can contribute
to the outside world, other than
the Valley."
The deadline to apply for the
Fall semester is April l st. Spring
'97 deadline is October 15th.
For scholarship applications or
more details, stop by the
University
Center Rm.
320.
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The student literary magazine, ''Gallery" is accepting sub•
missions until tomorrow. For submission fonns and more
information call 381-3638 or go by CAS 266.

Student band focuses on their original works
Lydia Puente
Arts and Entertainment Editor

Most Valley bands have two choices.
Either succumb to audience pressure and
play Led Zeppelin covers for the rest of
their life, or risk their career and defiantly
play their own material.
One Valley band has chosen to do the
latter despite what the consequences
might bring.
The band, Suicide Tuesday, also faces
another obstacle because they are one of
the few alternative bands in a scene overrun with classic rock bands.
Despite this, the band has found success, and recently cut a demo tape of
seven songs.
Their initial demo, which can best be
described as dark, is a collection of melancholy pieces. While there is the occasional boring superfluous cut like
"Love's Not Real," most of the songs
show real promise like in their musical
experiments "Red" and "Barless Cage."
The group will perform a free show
10:30 p.m. tonight at Sublime.
The group, first formed in 1995, is
made up of bassist Jimmy Earnest, drummer Jimmy Simpson, and vocalist/guitarist Omar I. Rodriguez.
The band, which has gone through a
couple of lineup changes, was originally

a quartet that featured a
two guitar sound.
After letting go of
their first drummer, the
band mates ran into
Simpson.
Earnest said their music and attitudes have
changed since Simpson
joined the group.
"I knew things were
different when he said 'I
have to go tune my
drums' and the rest of us
said 'Wow' this guy is
a professional," he
jokes.
The latest departure
from the group dealt a Band members Jimmy Earnest, Jim Simpson,
major blow to their perform tonight at 10:30 at Sublime.
things worked out."
sound.
While the band has had to adjust, the
Rodriguez said when their rhythm guitarist was let go, they had to redefine their members of the band feel their sound is
more cohesive now.
whole sound.
Earnest said their sound is more de"It was real hard after he left because
we had built our music around a melody fined now.
"Before this, Omar and our rhythm guiand rhythm line," he said. "We had to
fill in things and rearrange each song." tarist would contribute all the music and
Rodriguez also had to take on another lyrics but now we are all contribute to
the music," Earnest, marketing junior,
task, singing.
"He did a lot of our singing," said.
Their demo, which they recorded in
Rodriguez, art education senior,said. "I
December
1995, shows their reformed
didn't want to sing at all, but that is how

UTPA
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES

*

Member of the American College Health Association
BUSINESS OFFICE HOURS;

MEDICAL CARE HOURS:

M onday - Friday
8 a.m. T o 5 p.m.

8:30 - Noon 1- 4 p.m. M-F
Tues. 8:30 a.m.- Noon

Tues. 8 a.m. - 7:30 p.m.

1

.m. - 7

sound.
The members though are dissatisfied
with the work.
"It's disappointing, but we know you
can't expect the best from the first project
anyway," he said.
Rodriguez said he is just glad it got
done
"Some bands keep talking about it and
talking about it (recording) and never get
anything done," he said,. "We realize we
· did a rush job but we just wanted to do it
and have the experience."

·SPRING
SPECIALS

STARS
s.
1205

Special lo Pan American/Photo Illustration by Omar I. Rodriguez

and Omar I. Rodriguez will

Closner • Edinburg • 383-5388
Across from HEB on Bus. 281

.m.

. The group, which has traveled to Austin to check out the scene there, agreed
they prefer to stay here in the Valley
rather than take the high road up north.
"The easier route (going to Austin)
would be ideal, but the fun and enjoyment is being the underdog," said
Simpson, economics junior.
.
He said while at first a lot of people m
the Valley said they were dreamers,
people have begun to come around.
,
"The same people that said w~ sucked
when we first came out are now our fans,
but there is still a lot of backbiting in the
scene," he said.
Earnest said while Suicide Tuesday
may not be into grand orchestral songs
like some other bands, he feels they are
still true to themselves.
"Some bands will do anything in order to get gigs, play Top 40 cover songs,
do whatever it takes," he said. "Not us,
we play all originals during our whole
show."
Earnest said the Valley scene can be
frustrating at times.
"We are trying our best, but it is hard,"
he said. "We just want people to give
our music a chance and appreciate it for
what it is."
· For more information on the band,
write 518 S. Indiana Ave., Weslaco, TX
or Email vbunny@coservel.Panam.edu.
m
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FREE patient consultation with physician,

physician assistants and nurses for all currently
enrolled UTPA students.
Immunizations, including Chicken Pox Vaccine
FREE HIV TESTING Monday 9 a.m. to l la.m. and '4"
l p.m. to 3p.m and Friday 9 a.m. to 11 :30 a.m.
Pharmacy
Laboratory .
Insurance
Confidential Pregnancy Testing
PAP Smears
Sexually Transmitted Disease Information
Contraceptive Information
Medical Treatment For: colds, flu, sore throats, ear
aches, gynecological problems, urinary tract problems, digestive tract problems, minor injuries
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LARGE BURGER COMBO
Large Hamburger
Reg. Fries & 20 oz. Drink
with cheese 30¢ extra

.c
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FISH SANDWICH
Reg.Fries &
20 oz. Drink

E

Banana
Split 99¢

Located in Emilia Schunior Ramirez Hall, Room 103
For more information call
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Is it the sound of that whispery voice, or those big, intellectual words? If your professors are putting you
to sleep, Revive with Vivarin~ Don't let fatigue get the best of you. Vivarin's® the safe
way to stay mentally alert, with the same caffeine as about two cups of coffee.
So stay ;harp in class. Don't sleep your way to the bottom.

ReVtle with
Each tablet con:a,rs 200 mg of catte,ne. equal to about two cups of coffee Use onf1 as arecteo

MYTH ADVENTURES
3000 N. 10th. St., Ste. C, McAllen 78501

687-3104
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AVAILABLE AT
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These low price specials show our appreciation for your
business. Thank you for stopping by our store.
Cash only, no bills over $20
Expires 3-31-96

381-2511

~
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Suggestions? Love Letters? E-Mail us at Pan American
Quit pulling your hair! Or tearing up your little books of phone
numbers. Take a breath and relax, no need to worry about
your free time or your we_e kends
anymore. Weareheretog1veyou
the answers and the clues to a life
- at least a social life. With this
space we will be taking a look
each weekend at the events and
places that are new, different, and
'happening." With myself covering the lower Valley and my trusty
cohort, Lydia Puente, covering
the Upper Valley, we will have
for you all that is cultural, artistic
and enjoyable all "Across the Valley." - Mark M. Milam

The Cactus Club/Cactus
Flower Restaurant
1901 W. Tyler Harlingen (located inside of Days Inn)
425-1810
The Cactus Club is a relaxed,
people-friendly watering hole that
attracts a crowd that is as diverse
as their jukebox. Featuring cold
beer and iced mugs, along with
daily drink specials, their drinks
are almost as good as the service.
Also featured is a grill menu designed for the bar, with incredible
hamburgers and other similar
fare. I was told that there is a great
afternoon botana, that is free, but
I never have made it. If food is
your special· fix, then you will
score in a delightful way at the
Cactus Flower. The restaurant
specializes in seafood and steaks
and features a daily lunch buffet.
The Cactus Club features live
music throughout the w~ek, with
a rotation of bands with a variety
of styles, but it tends to lean to

Acl#'~o
I

~ ft

@

panam.edu
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THE Crossword
menco dancing of Rey Duran for
your enjoyment.
So if great food and great entertainment is what you are after, seek out this fine addition to
McAllen's.dining scene.
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ACROSS
1 Obvlou1
6 A GrNley word
10 P,-Judlce
14 Thr91dllke

1

2

by Sophie Fierman

J
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17
rock
Q=ft
15
0fflcl1t
andblues .
Q
''
racord1
This weekend finds
16 Golllwogg
17 0.C.ptlM leach ....,_.,._-+__.should find not only success but
Escape, offering up choice classic
19 NonHuc:h
Cabin
Jack's
Bar
and
Grill
rock selections. Followed up by the a loyal, faithful pack ... How about
20 Cure
399 N 10th, McAllen (next to 21 Timetable abbr. JJ
rock of Three Blind Mice. With you?
23 Native of: auff.
Tom & Jerry's)
moderate prices, excellent service,
24 M1nd1te
27 A.asumptlon
682-8556
Meson Santa Maria
and good food and drink, the Cac29 What the wof1d
1020 W. Nolana, McAllen
tus Club/Cactus Flower Restaurant
rlVoffflon
When I entered this place, I 30 Ring wlna
686-6784
is a place to be.
32W1w1
didn't know what to expect. I saw 33 Je1t
34 Elf
If you're in the mood for a ro- a variety of cars in the parking lot 36
Yesterday's Restaurant & Bar
Detergent
51
mantic tete-te-tete with your from Beamers to huge trucks so I 38 c1111>1r bean
1621 E. Harrison, Harlingen
65
alkalold
sweetheart, this Mexican eatery is imagined it was a diverse crowd. 40 Loud
428-0800
1pe1ker
61
not for you. If you're in the mood Well..its definitely not the Gen-X 43 N.M. art
crowd
..
more
like
the
yuppie
~~~!nt
for
a
entertaining
time,
this
is
your
Yesterday's is a simple, yet reC1993 Tnbune Med,a Services. Inc.
44
All Rights Reserved
fined establishment that serves place. This seemingly tiny restau- crowd of McAllen. But they are a 46 Grp. for
d fu
ANSWERS
1oldlers
n group. The restau- 47 Traaty
tettors
5 Comers
hearty dishes of Mexican food, rant may be small on space, but it ive Y an
6 Waiting steaks, seafood platters and cold, is loaded with wonderful atmo- rant itself is quite dark and loud 49 Tiny
with a collection of classic blues -so Nece11lty
7 Old Fr. coin
sphere,
excellent
service
and
great
51 - the bucket
tall beers all served with big smiles.
8 Gulde
and rock playing on the sound sys- 53 St1gn or
9 Nibbles
The restaurant and the bar are food.
10
:~~~~entng
The restaurant, which is rather tern. This is not the place for quiet 55 ~~!,":;:per
neatly intertwined, offering the cusnotice•
11 Wlll-o'-thetomers both the comfort and casu- small, is cozy in a unique way. The conversation but for a fun time.
56 Ortgln1I
wi1p
The food is typical American 57 Scorch
12 Sharp ridge
alness of fine dining and the local architecture, which features faux
58 Two-- 1loth
13 Withered
beer joint. I appreciated the fact that lighted windows and huge oak with a bit of Mexican thrown in. 60
MlalHdlng
18 Ament
Featuring
great
grilled
hamburgclue
22 Entertained
while we were drinking in the bar doors, gives the impression of
ers, huge steaks and botanas, the 65 Follow orders 24 use the oven
section, we were also able to order more space and light. The cozi66 Surface
25 Live
26 Chlldran's
and eat our meals in the same seats. ness of the place does not, how- fare follows the Outback theme 67 Cinema
27 &~~tt•r
Speaking of food- it was great and ever, lend itself to intimate con- with such items as "Prairie Wings," :: ::~~
28 Golf club
there seemed to be plates and plates versation, where the din is at times buffalo wings for all us city slick- 70 CIHned
completely
31 Yoked be11t1
of food. I doubt any soul will leave distracting. This is however a very ers.
34 Motor part
45 Poase11
57, Fake
The establishment also has an
DOWN
35 Noted It.
46 Mu1lc1I dr1m11 sa Chang• color
Yesterday's a hungry person, or a minor flaw in a great restaurant.
1 Dl1contlnued
f1mlly
50 Vlt1llty
61 River In Scot.
2 By way of
37 Oater group
51 Clay brick
62 .. _ been to
dissatisfied customer. All I could The food which varies from tradi- extensive collection of imported
~ H~useaddltlon 39 St1dlum1ound 52 "II- king ..."
England..."
tional Mexican to Tex-Mex is all beer and liquor. Be sure to check
say is that I wanted more.
5
1
.
.. "'n1 o
41 Wigwam: var.
54 lnJuras
63 S II drink
allergln
42 Decay•
55 Above
64 o:i~1n
More is what you get on the week- made from scratch and the taste out them out tonight when they
,,------✓-:;-:;
end when Yesterday's brings live proves it. The establishment, will have an all-you-care-to-eatr
v,petJIHlH(J
music for your entertainment. A which has a full bar, also features barbecue special for $9.95.
If
you
don't
mind
hanging
out
•
A
reception
for
artist Darlene University Theatre. The perforvariety of acts and music is prom- enormous 24-ounce margaritas
with
the
older
crowd,
(who
are
Hensley
Libby will be held at 5:00 mance is a benefit for Strong's Reised, but no schedules or dates have that seemed to be a favorite of cuspretty fun by the way) Cabin Jack's
pm March 19 in the CAS Gallery. naissance project, whose goal is to
been announced. With a good lo- tomers.
provide college textbooks to third
Dancing and music are the high- is the place for you. - Lydia
cation, heavy plates of food and
Puente
• Dr. Bill Strong, will portray world countries. Admission is free
rounds of flowing spirits, topped lights on weekends at Santa Maria
'-Mark Twain at 7:30 tonight in the but a donation of $3 is requested.~
with a cheerful staff, Yesterday's with mariachi music and the fla-

r }
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Eye Exams

Just in case
you decide to buy
the book s
this sern.ester.

30
60

~

Eye glass exam
Contact lens exam

Vision Care

(Includes a FREE pair of colored or clear disposable
contact lenses.) Each exam includes diagnosis of cataracts, glaucoma,
eye muscle problems, eye infections and other eye conditions.
\

Eye Care Associates at WAL-MART
(across from the Un ivers ity of Texas-Pan Americai'I{

Dr. Lora N. l\lartinez. 0.1).

~

318-1095 /

The University of Texas - Pan American
Alternative Certification Program
Thinking About a Career in Teaching?
The Alternative Certification Program (ACP) at UTPA
offers college graduates an opportunity to become classroom teachers in Valley school districts ranging from
Mercedes to Roma. Qualified applicants will complete
from 9 to 18 credit hours beginning in Summer, 1996.
~fter all prerequis_ites are me~, _a paid internship may begin
m Fall of 1996. Field superv1s1on and mentoring are key
components of the two semesters of internship.

Interns must meet strict entry standards:
1. Apply for admission to UTPA no later than April 15, 1996.
2. Bachelor's degree from an accredited institution
3. Minimum GPA of 2 .5 on a 4.0 scale,
4. Enough courses in key fields (usually 24 hours)
to meet certification requirements,
5. College Algebra with grade of "C" or higher
High demand exists for ACP interns in:
* Special Education
* Elementary-Bilingual
* Secondary-Math, Science
Begin Teaching in Fall 1996
with Full Salary and Benefits!
Discover more about the ACP route to a teaching career
by attending the next FREE orientation meeting:

It's everywhere
you want to be:

Friday, March 8th

at 6:00 p.m.
School of Education-Room 119
For more information, contact the ACP

The Alternative Certification Program
College of Education, Room 142
1201 West University Drive
Edinburg, Texas 78539

(210) 381-3486
C V i •• U .S .A . Inc . 1995
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Cuts, from p. 1
$64,200 instead of last year's
$102,650.
The program was receiving
too much money for the amount
of services it was offering; but
with this move, services will
continue at a lower cost,
Guajardo said.
" It has not worked," he said.
"The administration has done
nothing to improve it. If there is
something better they can do, I
will go along with it. We don't
want the services cut."
Vinson said, she was concerned about the cut because it
would elimi nate 50 percent of

Santiago Villanueva's salary.
Villanueva, assistant dean of
students, is for for housing ,
foreign students, and other
programs that are not funded by
student services fees .
Guajardo said Vi llanueva's
salary should be supplemented
by the other departments he
runs.
"I don't know if it is workable," she said. "We will do
whatever the committee desires.
We may be able to find a
solution."

Milam, from p. 1O_
No, he keeps his job and his 27
year reputation intact... Con-

gratulations Billy, but please be
careful with those words ... and I
want you to know that you are
still working for a crew of
hypocrites who would have
probably rather dumped you
than defended your position. Just
call Ben, after the network
circled the wagons and fought
back the onslaught against him,
he was soon kicked out the back
on his rear. I happen to think
that this was their intention from
the beginning, o nly waiting to
the media spotlight dimmed in
the public eye.
This only serves notice to the
public, and the devoted sports
fan, that political correctness has

no part in professional or
collegiate sports. PC, and its
theorists, have already coated
and tainted other aspects of a
free life and its pursuits .. .
from televi sion to our uni versities, from religion to art! I
refuse to allow this to happen
to the area of sports, I would
rather die with my television
cord wrapped around my head
or c hoke on my Sports Illustrated football phone.
P olitical correctness has as
much worth in sports as does
instant replay in the NFL ... and
we should not let a scattered
swell of public opinion influence any and all rational

AUt,,,. Flc1-1.l
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McAllen, TX 78501
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In association with Adoption Affiliates
;,

Pregnancy Testing • Problem Pregnancy Counseling
Pregnancy Termination (1st & 2nd 'rnmester)
)lorning After '&eatment
Family PJanning/Birth Control Counseling
Speakers ror Educational Programs • Adoption Services
For Information Call:
(210) 428-62-12 or (210) 428-62-13
Valley: 1-800464-1017 Mexico: 95-800-010-1287

ORTHOPAE DIC
INSTITU TE
Bill Snyder, M.D.
Orthopaedic Surgeon

Specializing In arthroscopic reconstruction
of the shoulder and knee.

320 Lindberg Cente r, McAllen
Tel. 210. 686. 2669

Littnaed by tke Texaa Department of Health

l:'\\'ES"I I"\<,

CONVENIENT APPOINTMENT SCHEDULING. DAY AND EVENING HOURS.

Repairs • Tune-Ups • Brake Repairs• State Inspection •

ii~ ~

Joe's Texico Automotive Service Center i
R

&ATE.

'1111 lllllfflllel II.

501 N. Closner
Edinburg, Tx 78539

SPECIAL

51 ' •95
Plus twcand Disposal Ftt

.ii

.t· ·

1-800-329-1882
10% off with I.D.
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CD

~

• 383-1882 • 383-4133 • Bpr.: 318-6 137 • Fax: 3 18-1389 •
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Outpatient Surgery for Adults a nd C hildren
Athletic Injury Fra cture C a re
Joint Replacements On-The-Job Injuries
2nd Opinion Consultations X Ray

G-

· Contribut ions to your SRAs are deducted from your
salary on a pretax basis. That lowers your current
taxable income. so you start sa\'ing on federal a nd.
in most cases. sta te and local income la '<eS right away.
\\'hat 's more, any earni ngs on your SRAs are also
tax deferred unt il you recei\'e them as income. That
can make a big difference in how painful your tax
bill is e, ·ery year.

To hear Bronc baseball,
Iisten to 1240 KSOX

RIO GRANDE

Reproductive Services

• NC

or fast relief from the nagging ache of taxes . we
ecomme nd TIAA-C REF SRAs. SRAs are taxdeferred annuities designed to he lp build additional
assets - money that can help ma ke the difference
between li,-ing and li, ·ing u·,// a fter your working

Next week, the Broncs face
Indiana University in San
Antonio at I p.m. and then on
Friday are back home to play
Jacksonville at 7 p.m. in a
conference game.

Marisela's Ropa Usada

(210) 631-1244

Providing choices in Reproductive Health Care

El Departamento de Tran sportes del Estado de Tejas, Distrito
de Pharr, estara aceptando solicitudes para fondos bajo el
programa llamados Sec~i6n 16, ano fiscal 1997. Este
programa proporci6na fondos federales'para la inversion de
capitales a organizaci6nes no lucrativas para proveer
transportaci6n publica ha personas mayores de edad o
minusvalidas.
Las solicitudes seran aceptada empesando el dia 12 de
Febrero 1996 hasta el dia 29 de M arzo 1996 . Para mas
informaci6n obre este programa, favor de llamar a Inna
Flores, Coordinadora de Transportaci6n Publica, al numero
de telefono (210) 702-6100.

E

Baseball", from p. 1o_

Now Buying Used Levis Jeans &..
Name Brand Used Tennis Shoes.
Come By for Quick Cash!

reat.

A viso Publico

l'Rl:'\Cll'I.I.S "' SOI '\II RI

'-•

York Knicks, its a sad situation, but who cares about the
NBA this year? I heard they
already mailed the title and
trophy to Chicago a few weeks
ago ... So chill until next time on
the boards!

2245 Austin

The Texas Department of Transportation, Pharr District,
announces a call for applications for fi scal year 1997 Section
16 Program funds. The Sectio n 16 Program provides Federal
funds for acquisition of capital equipment by non-profit
organizations to provide public transportation services to
elderly and/or disabled persons. Applications will be accepted beginning February 12, 1996 through March 29,
1996. For more information contact Ms. Irma Flores, Public
Transportation Coordinator.

'•

1

deci sions. As I have said before,
I fight the good fight for all sport
fans. Life is hard and complicated for all of us at times,
sports serve for many as a past
time for entertainment and
relaxation. Is it necessary for the
forces of influence and those
who hold the sports lifeline to
squeeze us o hard? Is it too
much to ask that sports not be
complicated, overburdened?
According to people at CBS, the
answer is an unclear yes ... but
hold on they may change their
mind if we change our opinion!
At least I still have the NCAA
tournament to look forward to ...
Hey, what happened to my New

Open: Tues - Fri
9 a .m. - 6 p.m.
Sat. byAppt.
Closed Mondays

By Appointment only

380-6588
2014 W. University
Edinburg

As the nation's largest retirement system, based
on assets under ma nagement, we offer a wide range
of allocation c hoices -from the TIAA Traditional
Annuity, which guarantees principal and inter est
(backed by the company 's claims-paying ability),
to TIAA-C R EF's di\'ersified \'ariable annuity
accounts. And o ur expenses are , ·ef}' low,* which
means more of _vour money goes toward improving
\'Our future financial health.
· To !,nd o ut more. call I 800 842-2888.We'II send
you a complete SRA information kit. plus a free
slide calcu lator that shows you how much SRAs
can lo,, er _Vt1ttr taxes.

Call today - it couldn't hurt.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.'"

• Sr,m,1,ml ~; r.~•r.'• /,r,,.,,.,,,,,y R,,1111_., ,-t11,1f',;.•1.•. ICJ9~: L,p~r .-\nalytical Ser. i.:u. In..: l-'f(Yf'-D1r.-.t,•r.• . fo.1~v1,.·.t! /l.,r,, 19~5 (Quartt"rly)
CRFF •·l"r11ti.-a.1t"11 arr du.ir,bu1ed b, Tl:-\:\-CREF Inda\ 1dual .i.nd lnsUlu1ional Sen. u.:cs. Inc For moN" complere 1ntorma11on. mclndm! char!e•
aml n~n:tt':t. .-.all 1800 ~2-'.!i.3.3.· t''tl 550Q. tor a curren1 CREF prOl'fM'Clus Rud 1hr pro1pecrus rarrtull,, Mtore ,,·ou 1m·n1 or send moMy

Remember to vote before Spring Break
Feb 21 - March 8 at the Courthousel
'Old tor by he JudQe Lelk:10 Hirofo,ta Compoign
Joe Pt1i11io1 and Irma Gueno . Co-hmuttH'I Pott Officei 10a 1110 Mc.Men, Je.lU)l 715,02. IN YOt.UNWl't' CQM\WK:E wmt THE JUQCW.CNM'J,,K;N fAIRN(SSN:.t
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Spring ~reak kicking off early
with Virtual reality games
contests and other activities. These activities
will be from 11 a.m. to 4:30p.m. daily.
Other activities include:
• March 10, "Coolio" in concert at 8 p.m.
and the general admission for tickets are $20.
Also to perfonn are 5th Ward Boys of Houston, Bushwick Bill of Houston, Seeds of Soul
from Austin, Mad Flava of Dallas and featur. ing DJ. Baby GI. This
will be held at the South

Kathy Clemente
Sta"Writer

Spring Break activities will be held from
10:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. today at the University

Center Circle and atrium.
The activities will consist of virtual reality
games and fun flicks during
12:30 p.m. to 1 p.m. Also
survival kits that will provide

educational infonnation
about AIDS, how to party
smart, condoms and more ·
infonnation will be handed to

Padre Island Convention

Center.
• March 16and 17,
Texas Spring Break
Nationals Car & Audio
Show at 10 am. to 6
.m. at the South Padre

students.

Activities at South Padre
Island will consist of Basketball Tournaments, Car
Racing, Coca-Cola Pool
Parties, and Velcro Olympics.
Coca-Cola Spring Break '96 will take p
at the Radisson Resort Hotel at the 1eiiim.
courts in the lawn area at the beach iit.
Events such as, Three-on-Three
Tournament will have men• s and
open competition and daily to
participants will have to registef

Convention

s ''Spring

.

Wildflower tour offered March 24
The Friends of the Library at
The University of Texas-Pan
American are offering an
opportunity to view Texas
wildflowers on a trip to a ranch
near Raymondville March 24.
Mr. and Mrs. F. Neal Runnels
of La Lantana Ranch will host
the tour, and Dr. Robert 1.
Lonard, professor of biology at

Student elections will continue
today. Be sure to get out and vote for
the candidate of your choice.
Look for voting booths at the UC,
COAS, and Library.
SGA Executive Branch
Lee E. Keyes/George Anthony
Guajardo
Romeo Javier Diaz/Santiago
Martinez

where a six obstacle course is
challengers will tear themsle
velcro walls, wedges and
Dunk Contest will have ·
where players will have to era
tunnel, pass the defense,
wall and slam dunk the ball
Also Remote Control Mi
Racing will be held with .
lap races. Only six players can

Publications Committee
Two positions
David Waltz
Truman Campbell
Sylvia Mugica
Efrain Ayala Jr.

Liberal and Performing Arts
Two seats
David Waltz

UPB President
Dalinda Garcia

FREE STUDENT
TEXT

UPB Vice President
Olga Judith Melchor
Student Rights Committee
One position
Ruben Gonzalez, Jr.

Science and Health
with
Key to the Scriptures
by Mary Baker Eddy

CALL 686-4241

STUDIO STYLES
His & Hers Salon

No appointment
necessary

"Introducing New Stylists"
Lucy Tripp &
Gloria Lopez

with full size steering wheels

Christian Science
Reading Room
911 N. Main St. • McAllen

Mon-Sat• 9-6
Special

1108 - J\. S. Closner
Edinburg * 381 - 8705

Interactive Beach Stage will inc

kinko•s
· the copy center

Social and Behavioral Sciences
Two seats
Truman Campbell .
Laura R. Pazin
Gabriel Cardenas
Lee Keyes

Science and Engineering
Two seats
Tracy A. Trevino
Efrain Ayala, Jr.

Business Administration
Three seats
Rojelio Aleman
Ruben Gonzalez, Jr.
Romeo J. Diaz
Sylvia Mugica

given to winners.
Also Velcro Olympics Ob

Folger said reservations "are
going fast." Only four slots
were available, and reservations
are made in the order that
checks are received.
Cost of the trip i~ $20 per
person, which covers the cost of
the bus ride and lunch at the
Casa Blanca Restaurant in
Raymondville.

Candidates run for office in SGA

Senator At Large
Four seats
Hector de Leon
Monica Marie Trevino
Priscilla Marie Quesada
Sergio R. Ramirez

game each morning.
Prizes, such as, T-shirts and

UT Pan American and author of
books on local plants, will
provide commentary on the
wildflowers.
Reservations must be made by
March 18. Contact the Library
Administrative Office, 3812755, for an application and
more information.
Library Director Dr. Elinor

on Haircuts

w/ UTPA ID $1 off

OPEN Tues. & Thurs.
11 a.m. to 3 p.m.

LALO'S COMEDOR

New owner from Laredo, TX.

324 E. Cano • Edinburg, Texas
Open 7 days 6:30 a.m. - 10 p.m.

383•6501

Breakfast DINNER SPECIAL
6 a.m. -11 a.m.
All Choices
$1.80

ff P·'\{ pf~·m.

0
Ti
$3 99
exas
peci
a e.....$3.99
·
Entonatadas ................

I.uneh
11 a.m. - 3p.m.
Prices at $1.99

I.uneh Speeials

J:1 ~

$2.99 & $3.99

fri. only
Nopales Alas Mexicana........$3.99
Fish Filete .............................$3.99

~~~~1p~~~~d~·c·~~·~~~·~:.-::::ll-ii

Capirotada............................ $3.99

~-----~ .LI J:I

RESTAURANT / ENTERTAINMENT CENTER
OT-PAN-AM GREEK NIGH
EVERY TH.O RSDAY

Orders to go extra .25¢ We cater parties
These soecials aood all dav for universitv students staff & facultv onlv.

***********************************
,~

,' ~ '~ '?'-":~';\-.'- ~:~\~~~~~--~$
-. ,' ,:::_,~:--' '
'

18 YEfiRS fiND OLDER WELCOME
DRfiFT, BfiR DRINKS & WINE TILL 11 P.M.

-...,'-..:,·:-::::.'-,""

$1.2512 OZ. BOTTLED SHINER BOCK,
BUD ICE &WEINHARD.BOARS HEAD
99~ HEINEKEN DRAFT ALL NIGHT

* QUALIFICATIONS *

Presiding Judge 370th District Court - 4 years
B.A. Degree - Pan American University
Asst. District Attorney - Hidalgo County - 6 years
16 Ye·ars of Active Courtroom Trial Experience

"Tonight's the Night"

* COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT *

ttonoring Rod Stewart

* AFFILIATIONS *

Over a 2 hoar show
Doors o~en at 7 p.m.
$5 cover before 9 p.m.
....._18yrs of age & older welcome.

McAllen Kiwanis Club
Our Lady of Sorrows Catholic Church • Men's Club
McAllen Chamber of Commerce

President - Hidalgo County Bar Association 1982-83
National Judicial college
Texas Judicial College
Master of Judicial Studies - Candidate

Judge Fidencio M. Guerra, Jr.

FREE fill YOU CfiN EfiT BUFFET fiT 8 P.M.
FREE VIDEO GfiME PLAY 8 P.M. TILL 11 P.M.
This Sanday

Political Advertisement Paid for by Fidencio M. Guerra Jr.
Dr. Dan Guerra· Treasurer· 804 Pecan, McAllen, Texas 78501

* T~:~;;:;;" * Experie11ce * I11depe11dence *

*********************** * ***********
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OplnliJn
Spring break should be memorable and worthwhile
Not necessarily beer chuggin, body watching and sex
I should have lobbied my
editor to put a giant picture of a
beer bottle nestled in the sand
instead of my column in this
space. That is what most of you
are thinking about right now.
Spring Break is only a day away
and nothing else really matters!
Besides, I am as ragged as the
next soul and could use some
extra days to recharge. So before
you run out of your last class
and race to the beach, I have a
few final thoughts to ring in
your head.
I would seriously encourage
you to not spend all your time at
the beach. What?! I know that
the island is a blast- crazy
lunatics running around halfnaked, fully loaded, but it is the
same thing year after year. This
is one of the moments in your
life that you should expand,
broaden your horizons. What I
am saying is, do something
different, create an experience ...
Other than fuzzy memories of
clubs, parties and people who
said it was meaningful!

7Jcinl.in(I ~iH(Jlh'S
Mark M. Milam
For instance, I will spend most
of my time working at the farm,
but I have planned a journey up
to the watershed at Amistad.
My personal concern about our
water crisis has inspired this
adventure, and now is the ideal
time with the water levels so
low. My roommate has never
been camping, so here is her
opportunity. In the Valley there
are not many places to rough it
in a tent. .. Well, other than the
sandy beach!
Never having been to
Amistad, this should be an
awakening of my spirit. Few
things are as moving as the
natural environment in its harsh
beauty. It has been several years
since I last went camping. In
fact, it was Spring Break three
years ago in Arizona. I hope that
I can still pull it off, having
advertised myself as a master
camper. Before, I was always in

Holly's Top 10

the company of better
outdoorsmen, so I never worried ... If you never see me again,
I guess you will know how it
went!
I know I will not be drinking
green frozen drinks and watching girls from Iowa in wet Tshirt contests, and part of me
will miss that ... But I can always
see that on the television screen,
or from my friend's camcorder.
It really would mean nothing to
me after all the years - just like
the Spring Breaks from the past
mean nothing now!
I seriously doubt that my trip
up to the watershed will be
forgotten. In the next several
months, and probably for many
years, the water crisis and this
specific area will be under close
scrunity ... I have to see to really
believe, and I keep praying that
it is not as bad as it appears!
I realize it's too late to change

byHollyMelsel

your plans. Your deposit is sent,
the liquor has been secured and
th~ flight plan reads non-stop to
South Padre, stop and think for
one second ... Where could you
have gone with all this time and
money?
I know a girl who went to
Puerto Rico instead of Padre last
year. She spent less money, had
better weather and beaches and
SDe said it was non-stop partying ... She also came back sun
drenched, glassy-eyed and had a
fine bottle of rum to share!
Okay! I realize that I am not
going to change your mind, but
at least I tried! All I can say to
you is be careful, stick with your
friends and please do not be a
fool... Keep your head, watch
your drinking and if you drink,
hide your keys ui your room or
condo! I am like the schdol in
that we want you back safely They want your money, and I
want an audience. Be safe and
have a great time, and be sure to
have a green frozen drink for the
lost soul in a parched land!

Electi~n period too short
Who's running for election this year? Who
knows?
Read the front page to find out, but make a decision quick, today is the last day to vote.
With only five class days to campaign, candidates
for positions in student elections don't have
enough time to make and distribute fliers, put up
campaign posters, and go out and meet their
constituents.
Perhaps there was a good reason to move up
the elections, however if we are to have a true
democratic process in our selection of
representatives and leaders of the student
body, the candidates need to have more
time in order to state their positions on
issues at hand.
Perhaps two weeks, or even three, would
allow more students to hear the candidates stances. As it stands now the
week they are given swirls by like a
ballot in a windstorm.
Maybe, just maybe, more students
would vote. Or at least know that it
is time for student elections.

DON~T LET YOUR SPRING
BREAK END LIKE THIS.

Top 10 signs you've met a real loser
during spring break

'

Ladies beware? While most of us may comider ourselves
expert readers of men, som~ of still wonder why our
vibes only reach the annoyingly repulsive ones.

.

10) " .. .I never hit any wo an-who didn't deserve it."•
9) " ...after all of the rated-x mO'Yical've ~ .
learned something."•

I'm.

8) " ...what I can do with a slick ofl>utter and a pair of woman'
1.fe~has to~ seen to be believed."*

7) "But I have to put my ha

die to g

drink."
6) "How'd you like to get
5) "Remember.. .it's not thegoftbe
your name; it's not the si1&
,.i
it's not the~ of die dan

4) "That is a tube of SUD
you."

3) "Hello. My name is
2) "You could close youuyes and pretend I
1) " ... no matter how you perform.in bed, I'll tell all my
were great.." •
*Special to "Holly's Top-JO"

Perverts should play at home
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OK listen up, I don't do this very often,
so pay attention. I'm getting more than a
1ittle ticked off at a particular faction of
's tudents at this pristine campus. Who are they? Glad you
asked. They are the little boys
(notice I did not say men, or
even guys) that waste space in
the computer labs punching up
various forms of pornography
via the internet. You know
- who you are. You sit in the
back of the labs perusing the
Penthouse or Playboy pages
(or something a bit more
graphic, depending on your
level of depravity) with your eyes glued to
the monitor and one finger on the "home"
key, just in case a lab monitor should
happen to walk by.
Now I can appreciate the female form as
much as the next guy(probably even more),
but there is a time and a place for everything. And boys, I hate to break it to you,
but the computer lab is not a place to
satisfy your carnal desires.
It's hard enough to get into the labs and

do my assignments without being bumped out
by a cla;;s, but to be denied what my lab fees
are paying for by you wastes of flesh getting
off to two dimensional pictures, this I can't
handle.
While typing this column I'm looking up
and I can see three of these sub
human morons right now.
Boys, you do know that the
female population of this campus
uses these labs too. Did you ever
think that they might get just a
wee bit offended by this behavior.
You must not get many dates
being known as a perverted sexist
loser, do you?
All guys go through the phase
where a picture of a naked woman
is the greatest thing in the world,
but most of us went through it at the age of
13 . You boys are in college now. It is time to
grow up. Save the lab space for people who
know how to use the resources the lab provides responsibly. Save it for the people who
need to use the resources to graduate. If you
really cannot live without this stuff, here's
five bucks; That should cover the cost of a
box of tissues and a copy of Squirt magazine.
Enjoy.

[ CLetters to the Editor) )
Looking for the
positive
Rodney King, during his days of
anguish, asked-"Can't we just get
along?" The issues he was facing are
quite different than the ones we deal
with here, however the basic premise
facing us is the same-pain, inner .
pain. Pain that has surfaced through
misperceptions, half-truths, frustrations, changes and the irrepressible
"excess baggage" we carry with us,
whether here at work or at play. Just
how do we get along?
How do we get along when our
professors/instructors change
agendas on us?'How do we get along
when our spouses/friends change our
personal agendas? How do we get
along when our employers/supervisors_change our business agendas?
How?? Or do we need to get along?
Do we become badgers and fight to
the end? Do we round up the wagons
and become defensive until help
comes, if it comes? Do we become
spies and collect and disseminate
disinfonnation until found out? .or,
as Sun Wu, a Chinese militarist
suggest - to be come as water' to
attain and maintain fluidity of ~ne's
own disposition.
And the definitive phrase is "one's

\.

See letters, p. g
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Office of Student Financial Aid. In
general these students were unhappy
own." As students, faculty, staff, and
about the services rendered at these
visitors to this University, how do we offices: specifically in the areas of
define our own disposition, and most customer service.
importantly, how do we demonstrate
Since then I have met with David
it? Let' s be students and study, let's
Zuniga and Arnold Trejo who are the
be faculty and teach, let's be staff and administrators of these two departwork, let's all be receptors and
ments in order to talk about theses
facilitators to attain, maintain this
problems as well as to discuss feasible
st.ate of fluidness. And as a fellow
solutions.
staff person and administrator has
David Zuniga, the Registrar of this
suggested, let's look for the positives. University and Director of the Office
And to those of you in blue, patrolof Admissions and Records, has, in
ling and/or walking, who do have to
response to student concerns,
work with frustrations and issues
forwarded copies of the same
constantly here at the University,
memorandum to his employees.
thanks for being there, keep up the
People employed in this office
good work and all of us be cool...
already undergo customer service
training, but this memorandum served
David Gonzalez to make staff aware that some
Staff problems have arisen and that
students should be treated as customers at all times.
Mr. Zuniga also addressed difficulties encountered by students and even
staff members from getting through
Answering to the complaints of
on
the telephone. Though he would
several students, I have written
have
liked to keep a more personal
memorandums tQ the Office of
approach,
it became impractical and
Admissions and records and the
will therefore install an automated

VP gets questions
answered

response system to make it easier to
obtain information related to that
office.
Arnold Trejo, who is the Director
of Student Financial Aid and oversees
the operations of that office, has
shared with me numerous projects
that will make the lives of students
significantly easier in the coming
semesters. First of all, his department
has already purchased 90,000 dollars
worth of computer equipment ih order
to allow students the possibility of
filing their financial aid applications
electronically. This reduces the
amount of error in applications, the
amount of paper work to be filled and
also reduces the waiting period
normally expected in these transactions.
Possibly by this fall students might
be able to take advantage of a
program called Electronic Funds
Transfer. This new system will
eliminate much of the paperwork
involved in receiving@g disbursements for student loan or other
financial aid. This will also eliminate
the need for emergency loans between
Fall and Spring semesters caused by

payment deadlines being before

TATTOOS

WOULDYOULIKETO BE PAID TO STUDY?
Check out anewcourse offered by Alpha!
COURSE DESCRIPTION
Provide Plasma to earn
extra cash ond save lives.

REQUIREMENTS

PREREQUISITE

EXPECTEDCOURSE RESULTS

TIME REQUIREMENTS

Extra money (up to S100 In 2 wks.)
Good grades & the satisfaction
of knowing that yoo have provided
a product that might help
save a life.

George Anthony Guajardo
Student Government Association Vice President

Gary Gallup
Athletic Director

Thanks for your
support
Just a quick note to say "thanks"
for your tremendous support of Bronc
basketball this season. Your enthusiasm at the games was noticed and
appreciated by the team and athletic
department. You made the
Fieldhouse a very tough place to play
for Bronc opponents.
At a VIP function at the Sun Belt
Conference Tournament last week in
Little Rock, Mr. Todd
Hickingbotham ofTCBY Yogurt
which was the Title Sponsor for the
tournament, was very complimentary

Over 5,000
Designs On Display

ApproXlmalely two hous,
twice a week

Upper Ear Piercing $10
Nose Piercing $20
Tongue Piercing $60

Bring your books to Alpha Plasma
and study while donating.
It's like being paid to study!
•McAllen• 682-4159

eauty

Roses $25 & Up
Flowers $25 & Up
Taz $50 & Up
Tribal $40 & Up
Ear Lobe Piercing $8 (2 for 15)

FIRST DONATION • $20 with student I.D.
Up to $100 in just 2 weeks!

ALPHAPLASMA CENTER• 102 s. 16th St.

of our program and the outstanding
student support. He had traveled to
the Valley for the game between
UALR and the Broncs on February
17. He was very complimentary
about the program, the game
atmosphere, and the enthusiasm of
the students, especially the Dorm
Rats.
Thanks again, and we look
forward to sharing more fun times
with you this year at other Bronc
events.

DIXIE TATTOO
STUDIO

7 days o week • 8 a.m. • 4 p.m.

No histQ!y of Hepatitis

Welgit: 110 lbs. min.
Good heath
Student I.D.

concerns are being listened to. I was
very impressed with the level of
cooperation I received by both these
offices and would like to make every
student on this campus that services
are being improved. I am confident
that if any student has any concerns,
these offices will cooperate to the
best of their ability- but we have to be
made aware of such concerns, so by
all means contact the Student
Government Association if you have
any at 381-2517.

& BODY PIERCING

HOURS

1) Need extra money
2) Wlllingl8SS to provede a
product that o!he!s need
3) Knowledge that you
ca-.not get AIDS from
provldi'lg plasma

Age: 18to69

disbursements are made to Universities.
In an effort to reduce the length of
lines caused by entering freshmen at
the Office of Financial Aid in the
future, a program enabling students to
electronically file their Financial Aid
applications from their home high
schools. This not only helps the
students already enrolled at this
University, but acts a recruiting tool
as well.
In addition to having information
available through the World Wide
Webb, there will soon be Electronic
Information Centers (Kiosks)
scattered throughout campus and
among other information, students
will be able to access their individual
schedules, admissions records and
individual financial aid status
(available only with personal
identification numbers). 'Me
assistance of these terminals will
probably reduce traffic at these
offices as well as reduce the number
of phone calls received there.
In conclusion I would like to state
that, as this is, for the moment. the
only way I can relay this important
information to many students, your

'P
,I ll

Student Cut $5 • Regular Cut $7
Open Monday - Saturday • 8:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.
1603 W. University, Suite 5 • Edinburg

Navel Piercing $50
Eyebrow Piercing $50
Nipple Piercing $50

Thursdays only
Penns $25.00 on hair no longer than
shoulder length. Cut & Penn only.

383-9832
Wed. & Thur. 5 to 9 P.M. Sat. Noon to 9 P.M.
Y Business Complex 4 Miles East Hwy 107 at Tower Rd

'We use ~kf,nProaucts

380-2239
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L(i)Qking
for an
Editor in Chief for 1996-97
Criteria:
• Student must be enrolled in at least
3 semester hours.
•

FRIDAY - FREE PARTY
No Cover Till 11

elll

ALL DRINKS ~
ALL BEERS ~ .JU,,

Must be in good standing (not on
academic or disciplinary probation.)
Must have a 2.5 GPA

UC 322, 381-2541

Deadline for applying is 4 p.m. April 3, 1996

10:30

~

INTERNAEIE INAb
Presents

Miss Bikini Internacion al
Grand Prize--·

Proficiency in Pagemaker 5.0, MacWrite Pro, Freehand,
Photoshop, Writing, Editing, and photography preferred.

Applications are available
in the Student Publications Office,

SPIVI
t<>

TUESD AYS

KbtlB

•

j

Weekly Winners

$ 10 00 CASH
$250 CASH N PRIZES
1

No Cover Till 9 :30
75¢ Drinks 75¢ Beer 8 - 10 PM

K.bl1B ,c

ALTERNATIVE LJC-V-B INRRNATIONAL ,,..,_,..,,

INTERNAEIBNAb NIGHT IIARIACBII KARAOKE
.

he Best OF
.
.
.
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Contrary to early news reports,
for the fiist time in this school's
history the Bronc Track and field
Team won the 63rd Border Olympics in Laredo Saturday and even
the computer couldn't believe it.
A computer glitch cause the
confusion which resulted in an indication that UTSA's Roadrunners
had won. Some 0f UTPA's 146
points had been credited UTSA in
the computer.
"It's a great victory for our
men's program," Reid Harter,
track and field coach, said Monday.
The Lady Broncs finished second in the meet with two of the
women winning double events.
Naomi Kramer took the long
jump and triple jump, and Elizabeth Ortega swept the 800 and
1500 meters.
Peter Carreon of Wallis won the
1500 for UTPA and finished second in the 800, just 1.4 seconds

behind UTSA's Marcus Edwards.
Armando Lopez ;of Lyford won
the pole vault at 14-6 and Pablo
Almaguer of Weslaco took the 400
hurdles at 52.64 for the Broncs.
Official results showed the
Broncs winning with 146 points,
followed by UTSA at 126, Texas
A&M-Kingsville 84, Tarleton
State 65, Mexico Tech 34, Trinity
30 and Sul Ross State 13.
Texas-San Antonio won the
women's division with 244 points
to UTPA's 108. TAMUK scored
72, Tarleton 55 and Mexico Tech
8. Gloria Avalos, Angela Clifton,
Maria Gutierrez and Kramer won
the 400 relay for the Lady Broncs.
The Broncs saved first place
without winning a relay. Gonzalo
Gonzalez and Michael Cantu
earned some crucial points by
placing second in discus and second in the pole vault, respectively.
Jessica Garcia of San Benito ran
third in both the 800 and 1500.

Baseball starts
conference action
Sergio J. Sanchez
Staff reporter

Conference play begins ror
the I?aseball team tomorrow at
4 p.m. as they host the Arkansas State Indians in a double
header. The Indians finished
third in the conference last
year.
The Broncs, who are currently 11-10, finished third to
last in last year's conference
standings and are predicted to
finish second to last in this
year's conference race.
Coach Al Ogletree believes
his team will do better than
wb!)t some are predicting.
"Our pitchers are pitching
great right now, and I know
they'll do well in the conference games," he said. ''We're
going to finish better than
we've been predicted to. Our
team h~ a lot of fight and alot
of pride."
That fight and pride was
seen this past weekend as the
Broncs swept the defending
NAIA national champion
Bellevue Bruins 5-4, 5-1 and

16-4,
Heath Autry went S-for-7 at
the plate in the two games last
Friday, and first baseman
Matt Slskowsld hit 3-for-3 including a homerun on Saturday in front of an estima~
61S fans.
Winning pitchers in the
three games last weekend
were Rick Navarro (1-0),
Mike Karow (3-1), and Kfkl
Trevino (2-2).
The Broncs played their
last three non-conference
games this week against the
Bobcats of Southwest Texas
in San Marcos. They lost
game one of Tuesday's
d oub..eheader 3-2, and won
the second 17-5. Yesterday
the Broncs lo$( 13-4.
Pitcher Jeff LaRocca won
upping his season records to

2-0.
Kild Trevino and LaRocca
lead the pitchers in ERA with
1.71, and 2.57. Siskowskl
and Autry lead the team in
b~tting averages; they are
both hitting .327.

·See Baseball, p. &

I am at a loss for words regard
the situation at CBS Sports. Not
only has their coverage and commentary slipped over recent years
but now they show the world what
type of hypocrites are running the
show in their dealings with the
sport announcers. After cleaning
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ up the public
mess in regard to golf
ti,~ '13tJaiJs analyst Ben
Wright-who
Mark M. Milam
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ may or may

-fliUiH(J

not have made scandalous accusations of lesbian influence in
women's pro golf, CBS seems
ready to submerge their collective
head back in kettle of pub! ic scorn.
The Pan American/Liza Longoria
This latest fire was sparked this
Lady Bronc Tammy Wilson defends against Western Kentucky on their final home
Sunday by comments made
game of t he regular season. The women lost t he game 87-46 . T oday UTPA takes on past
by veteran announcer, Billy
the Lady Hilltoppers In the first round of Sun Belt C onference tournament.
Packer. Packer, covering the game
between Georgetown and
Villanova, referred to Georgetown
sensation, Allen Iverson, as a
'tough monkey!' When I heard
say the remark I turned to my
him
out with an injured ankle and Jodie
Melissa Vasquez
' 'We are a hurt team Porter has chosen to sit out the rest friend and told him that Billy
Sports Editor
who has had a pretty of the season because of personal Packer would be down at the unemployment line real soon.
The Lady Bronc basketball team
good season and we reasons.
I had already seen this network
"We are sick; we just have a
starts Sun Belt Conference Tourwe
but
young,
are
large number of our squad who is drum Ben Wright and Jimmy "the
nament action play today against
the
for
promise
have
hurt, but our team has exceeded Greek" Snyder out of town and
in
p.m.
5:30
at
Western Kentucky
some expectations in winning as into obscurity, men who were both
Jonesboro, Ark. Last season the
future."
many games as they did," Green , true talents and brought more to
women finished with a record of
Cletus Green
"They are young and they the sports fan than we ever appre3-24. However, this year, the
Lady Bronc coach said.
and hampered right now." ciated or recognized.
hurt
are
squad tied for the best season
The problem for poor Billy
The women will play with Julie
record in UTPA women's basket- tucky, 88-50.
ball since joining Division I in
Western Kentucky, who won the Shakin as their leading scorer. She Packer is that this was one off1986.
tournament last year, are in sec- averages nine points a game and handed comment in the middle of
In 1986 the women were 10-17 ond place this year. Dawn Warner, i ranked 14th in the Sun Belt. She a rambling sermon praising
overall; and this year they hold a who scores at least 15 points per is also ranked 13th in rebounds at Iverson's play. It was not a delib10-16 overall record and stand at game, leads the Kentucky squad. 5.7.
erate or intentional slur or sl::tm3-11 in the conference.
Green said he expects to get a duke on Iverson or other African
"They have good shooters and
"We ended up No. 7 in the con- good players; they have beaten us lot of playing time from his Americans. Anyone who has ever
ference with a record of 3-11 and both times by considerable mar- younger players, freshmen Susan listened to play-by-play coverage
10-16 overall, which they tell me gins, so we are definitely under- Young, who totaled 18 points and network color commentary
is the best that they have been dogs when we play this last against New Orleans Saturday, can understand how in the fast,
and Kristy Evans, who shot 11 hectic pace of competition that
playing as far as total wins," game," Green said.
Cletus Green, head women's basEven with their wins, the Lady points. The winner of this game words slip. Those who are upset
ketball coach said.
Broncs could not shake the inju- will play the champion of the New need to get a grip on reality, most
The women, will play as the No. ries plaguing the team since the Orleans and Arkansas State game. of our sports teams are named for
Even with the injuries, Green is all sorts of animals and beasts.
7 seed in the tournament with the beginning of the season.
University of New Orleans in the
So it was with great discomfort,
First they lost their 6-3 starter not giving up on his squad and
improve their mixed with relief for Packer, that
No. 6 position after defeating the Royla Rideaux, and now a 6-3 hopes they will
Lady Broncs 86-66 Saturday.
I saw CBS jump up to save their
player Michelle Hinton, who has record.
"We are a hurt team who has had man. Packer will not be punished
UTPA wi II play the Lady Top- been out for the last three games
pers, who beat the women twice with a knee injury. She had sur- a pretty good season and we are in the game manner as those who
young, but we have promise for have gone before him.
in season games - once at home, gery Wednesday.
87-46, and another time in KenFreshman Felicia Garcia will be the future," he said.
See Milam, p. 7

Lady Broncs head to Sun Belt Tourney

Women play first round against Western Kentucky at 5:30 p.m.

Netters spend Spring Break on the courts
Melissa Vasquez
Sports Editor

The Pan American/Reina Martinez

Bronc baseball player Heath Autry runs to the base
· during their home game against Bellevue on Friday.

' '

If we are healthy in the men we could finish
in the middle for the Sun Belt Conference and
maybe for the women as well. Realistically,
that is what we can hope for, the No.4
position, and that will probably be the highest
we can hope for."

While most students will be sunbathing at South Padre Island during Spring Break, the men's and women's tennis teams will be working to bring home some wins.
The men play at 2 p.m. on Friday in New Orleans against Tennessee-Martin, while the women face conference opponent New Orlean1
at 9 a.m. and Tennessee-Martin at three.
Greg Hilley
"We will be stationed in New Orleans, either playing teams that are
Tennis coach
coming to New Orleans or teams from New Orleans, and we may
branch out a couple of times to nearby schools, but this is when we
play a lot of our matches, during Spring Break," Greg Hilley, tennis team, and Hilley is expecting good competition from all his oppo•
coach said.
nents.
He said that playing during the break does not take away from the
"There is one team that is far and away superior to us, and that is
players' academic progress. Due to NCAA requirements, the team has LSU in the men, who always ranks in the top JO in the country, and
plenty of traveling to do because other schools will not come to the other teams, I would think we will be very competitive with all of
them," he said.
Edinburg.
"The NCAA requires that we have a certain number of matches on
The women will play Jacksonville, Tennessee-Martin, McNeese Uniour schedule and we have to do a lot of traveling," Hilley said. "We versity, Southwestern Louisiana and Southeastern Louisiana.
don't have a choice because nobody comes down here and we don't
"I would think Southwestern Louisiana would be pretty good behave the facility to have home matches. We just don't have teams that cause they finished pretty high in the SBC last year," Hilley said. "UNO
are willing to come down here unless it is mandated like the baseball will be strong also, as they finished in the middle of the conference
team and basketball teams. The SBC does not mandate that the schools last year."
come down here so we are at the mercy of the other coaches."
The women who will travel are Yvette Viljoen, Karen Bowley, Erica
during
play
conference
for
up
gearing
be
will
Hilley said the team
Sanchez, Jessica Sanchez, Gladys Fernandez, Cindy Munoz, Criste!
the break with the bulk of the competition this weekend. The teams "Escalona and Celeste Bernal.
will then head out to Lamar for more conference play and to the Sun
The men's team will take Von Naeher, Jesus Garcia, Rafael Gonzalez,
Belt Conference tournament in Mobile, Alabama on April 18-20.
Alex Rasera, Greg Lawrie, Brian Smith, Horacio Gutierrez and Ulf
Last week the men canceled all matches due to injuries on the team, Kuschke.
but this Friday Hilley hopes to have the squad back together for New
"If we are healthy in the men we could finish in the middle for the
Orleans. Gianni Von Naeher, the No. I seeded player, is still injured Sun Belt Conference and maybe for the women as well," Hilley said.
with a wrist sprain, but after this week Hilley hopes to have him back "Realistically, that is what we can hope for, the No.4 position, and that
for the road trips. The squads will be traveling with eight players per will probably be the highest we can hope for."

